To enter, submit at least 9 out of 10 correct answers and complete the Security Awareness compliance course in ILN to be eligible for prizes. Contest runs 10/1 – 10/30 and participants must enter via the contest portal on Insight at http://in/guessthesecuritygaps

Prizes: $50 Spotlight for 10 winners at each participating locations (including remote workers as one group), selected by random drawing among eligible entries.

5 Cyber Security Gaps Clues

Clue #1: Something “phishy” is going on here. What should employees be careful of when reading email?
Clue #2: What do you think is this person’s Intuit password by viewing the scene?
Clue #3: You should never use the same password used elsewhere, like on social media, that you use at Intuit. Is this person violating this policy by using the same password on a social media mobile site?
Clue #4: What will “save” or protect this person’s data from being accessed by unauthorized users or onlookers looking at the screen?
Clue #5: Anything turned-off/disabled on this PC/Mac that should always be active?

5 Physical Security Gaps Clues

Clue #6: What should be worn and visible at all times, and not left alone?
Clue #7: What type of equipment should never be left unsecured?
Clue #8: You should never leave confidential material where others can access it. Where can someone easily find confidential information about a secret project in this scene?
Clue #9: Someone’s garbage is another person’s treasure. What should have been done here with confidential documents when they need to be disposed of?
Clue #10: Don’t “thumb” your nose at securing portable data devices. What could easily be stolen here?

Optional Bonus Question:
What can the Corporate Security or Information Security team do better to protect our company and customers?

Thank you for playing your part in keeping Intuit and our customers safe!

Enter to win here: http://in/guessthesecuritygaps

Sponsored by Intuit Corporate Security and IIS as part of National Cyber Security Awareness Month